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Overview 
 
The harness is an adjustable version which allows putting gear on various sized pets. One 
advantage over a simple collar is that the harness reduces the danger of suffocation and still 
providing a better safety for attached devices. Additionally the attached gear stays in place 
which is important for antenna equipment (GPS, RF, …). 
 
 
Drawing 
 

 
 
A: Neck strap 
B: Chest strap 
 
 
Instructions 
 

1. Hold harness by the chrome D-ring. For proper fit position the D-ring at the top of the 
chest strap. 

2. Open side-squeeze buckle. 
3. Place pets head through the neck strap. 
4. Place pets right leg through the right side of the harness (if buckle is on the right side 

use the pets left leg) so that the chest strap fits behind pets front legs.  
5. Fasten the side squeeze buckle and adjust neck and chest straps for a comfort but 

yet tight fit. 
 
To secure the harness, the buckle can be locked with wire or wire binder. 
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